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Anatolii Loi (chairman at the Seminar) — Doctor of sciences in philosophy, Head of the

Departments of Philosophy of the Philosophical faculty, Kyiv National University named

after Taras Shevchenko. 

Yevhen Bystrytsky — Doctor of sciences in philosophy, Head of the Department of Philo@

sophy of Culture, Ethics, and Esthetics, Institute of Philosophy named after Hr. Skovoro@

da, NAS of Ukraine. 

Vakhtang Kebuladze — PhD in philosophy, Professor at the Departments of Philosophy of

the Philosophical faculty, Kyiv National University named after T. Shevchenko. 

Victor Kozlovsky — PhD in philosophy, Associate professor of the Department of Philoso@

phy and Religious studies, National University «Kyiv@Mohyla Academy». 

Vitalii Nechyporenko — PhD in philosophy, Research fellow of the Department of Social

Philosophy, Institute of Philosophy named after Hr. Skovoroda, NAS of Ukraine.

Yaroslav Pasko — Doctor of sciences in Philosophy, Professor of the Department of

Sociology of Administration, State University of Administration.

Volodymyr Prykhod'ko — PhD in philosophy, Associate professor of the Department of

Philosophy of the Philosophical faculty, Kyiv National University named afterTaras Shev@

chenko.

Ontological principles of the legitimation. Seminar of the «Filosofska Dumka» and the De�
partments of Philosophy of the Philosophical faculty of the Kiev National University named
after Taras Shevchenko

Legitimacy is the prevailing theme of social disciplines. There is a large array of European

literature about the philosophical meaning of legitimation and legitimacy (G. Hegel, M.

Weber, H. Arendt, M. Heidegger, J. Habermas et al.). Modern philosophy, sociology and

politology combine both theoretical and practical approaches to the legitimation phenom@

enon. In such a context, legitimacy as a typical problem of practical philosophy does need

ontological understanding. Hence, the Seminar of the «Filosofska Dumka» and the Depart@

ments of Philosophy of the Philosophical faculty at the Kiev national university named after

Taras Shevchenko was devoted preminently to ontological principles of the legitimation.

Ontological essence of this subject@matter obviously display the application@oriented

effect. Analyzing this concept, one needs to consider it critically with a view to our

Ukrainian political practice. At the same time, we have to initiate the discourse about the

universal values of democracy and always special embodiment in the diverse cultural worlds.
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Andrii Baumeister — PhD in philosophy, Associate professor at the Department of

Philosophy of the Kyiv National University named after Taras Shevchenko. The re@

search interests are: practical philosophy, Scholasticism of the Middle Ages, and Ger@

man idealism.

Aporias of the Modern theory of legitimation (address delivered at the Seminar)

The article theme embraces the basic lines of the Modern theory of legitimation and apo@

rias that are peculiar to this theory. The expression legitimus as well as the expression legalis

are derivative from a Latin word lex. Firstly, these lexemes were used within the Roman law

in the meaning «to correspond to the law». Both in Antiquity and in the Middle Ages the

terms legitimacy and legality did not differ in their signification. The problem of legitima@

cy and legitimation has arisen as a product of the Reformation and the European revolu@

tions of 17—18th centuries. With the lapse of time, the legitimation became one of the

basic concepts of the practical philosophy. The main characteristic of the Modern philos@

ophy is the theory of immanent legitimation and negation (or a critical estimation) of the

transcendental legitimation. However, the immanent legitimation contains a number of

internal contradictions. It is well visible by way of example of Jurgen Habermas' philoso@

phy which is the best project of the immanent legitimation in the second half of 20th cen@

tury. The internal maladjustment of the immanent legitimation theory shows that we need

to overcome limitation of this theory in order to get efficient justification of ours practices. 

Andriy Bogachov — PhD in philosophy, Associate professor at the Department of Philoso@

phy of the Kyiv National University named after Taras Shevchenko. The research interests

are: hermeneutics, epistemology, and practical philosophy.

Legitimation and the human situation (address delivered at the Seminar)

The author studies the problem of legitimating social order in the context of the human sit@

uation. The human situation is primarily defined as the necessity to communicate with

those who have no preconception (Vorverst@ndnis by H.@G. Gadamer) of legitimation.

The lack of motivation for moral and political communication constitutes a marginal per@

son. This article describes the differences between a bourgeois and a marginal person with@

in historical time and communicational space (centre — periphery). Special attention is

paid to these differences in Ukraine. The author shows that under conditions of globaliza@

tion the work ethos has become a crucial legitimating factor. Contradictions between work

and interaction, between strategic and value@oriented rationalities may be partly recon@

ciled due to the value of an individual's work as the basis of his/her welfare. Global mass

media constantly change welfare standards. Therefore, the intensity of work keeps grow@

ing, which becomes common to all social groups who legitimate social order. Marginal

individuals, on the contrary, reject the ethos of work and aspire to gain wealth illegally. At

the age of globalization, the survival of mankind is jeopardized since whole nations are

marginalized. They have lost the values of traditional communication and delegitimated

social order. Now, the so@called «paradox of rationalization» is characteristic of those pe@

ripheral nations rather than the Protestant bourgeoisie (as M. Weber thought).

Mykola Tur — Doctor of sciences in philosophy, Chairman of the Department of Philosophy

and Language Training at the Academy of Fire Safety named after Heroes of Chornobyl, Mi@

nistry of emergency measures of Ukraine. The research interests are: social philosophy, com@

municative philosophy, practical philosophy, logic, methodology and philosophy of science.



Concept of legitimation: basic paradigms of understanding (address delivered at the Seminar)

In the article, the social demand for legitimation of institutional world is revealed on the

basis of formulation of deep understanding of social institute in the context of phenome@

nological tradition of knowledge. Through the methodological prism of the rationality

concept taken in the wide spectrum of its meanings (as a mentality, reflectiveness et al.),

the main understandings of the legitimation and the dominant factors of its realization are

stated with regard to changes of philosophical paradigms (from ontological vision through

mental one to linguistic approach).

The typology of the legitimation models in the philosophical@historical context is pre@

sented as a gradual transformation of the grounds of legitimation in the direction from the

pre@reflexive condition (ontological@sacral type based on the dogmatic complexes of

knowledge) to the reflexive one (formal@rational type) which go through further transfor@

mation in the frame of relevant approaches within post@modernist philosophical tradition

which cultivates narrative potential of language games.

It is also stated that any historical type of society has the characteristic for it dominant

(ideal) type and mechanism of legitimation: the archaic society presupposes mythological

legitimating; the high culture society which remarkable feature is the institute of state is

associated with religious legitimation; and the modern and post@modern societies need

formal@rational legitimation. 

Miroslav Popovich (chairman at the Round Table) — Academician, Director of the Insti%

tute of Philosophy named after Hr. Skovoroda, NAS of Ukraine. Editor in chief of the «Fi%

losofska Dumka». The research interests are: logic, methodology of sciences, and philoso%

phy of culture. 

Pierre Rozanvallon (special guest) — Professor of the KolPge de France, Head of the Asso@

ciation «Republic of Ideas». 

Olexiy Haran — Professor of the National University of «Kyiv@Mohyla Academy».

Anatolii Yermolenko — Doctor of sciences in philosophy, Head of the Department of Social

Philosophy, Institute of Philosophy named after Hr. Skovoroda, NAS of Ukraine. The

research interests are: social philosophy, communicative philosophy, ethics, and history of

modern philosophy.

Sergiy Yosypenko — PhD in philosophy; Research fellow at the Institute of Philosophy

named after Hr. Skovoroda, NAS of Ukraine. The research interests are: history of phi@

losophy, political philosophy, and philosophy of history.

Democratic legitimacy: Round Table at the Institute of Philosophy (NAS of Ukraine) with
the participation of Pierre Rozanvallon

The Round Table with the participation of the well@known French political philosopher

and historian, professor of the CollPge de France Pierre Rozanvallon took place in the

Institute of philosophy, NAS of Ukraine. The participants of the meeting discussed the

problems of identity of democracy as a political regime during its modern history, the evo@

lution of democratic institutes and procedures, particularly the representative and electoral

ones which are studied by the honorable guest of the Ukrainian Institute of Philosophy.

P. Rozanvallon had analyzed the items which challenge democracy at present and impel

the democratic world to «re@invent democracy» according to modern conditions. In his

opinion, this task is to be implemented in a way of (1) overcoming boundaries of majority
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electoral system by democratic procedures and institutes, (2) development of democracy

as a social form, and (3) elaboration of world@democracy theory. The Ukrainian partici@

pants of the Round Table (M. Popovich, S. Yosypenko, O. Haran, A. Yermolenko) dis@

cussed an issue of the applicability of theories produced within the framework of the

Western experience of democracy to post@Soviet countries; the actual theoretical problems

of studying contemporary political and social developments in Ukraine and other post@

totalitarian countries have been also discussed.

Oleh Khoma — Doctor of sciences in philosophy, Director of the Department of Philoso@

phy of the Vinnitza National Technical University, Chairman of the Association of Studies

on Modern Philosophy (Pascalian Society), Director of the Inter@University Center of Re@

searches on History of Philosophy «Renatus».

Cartesian motifs in Pasсal's works: problem of cognitive grounds

The journal presents to its readers selected passages of Blaise Pasсal's «PensJes» translated

by famous translator from Romanic languages Anatolii Perepadia (1935—2008) and well@

known Ukrainian philosopher Oleh Khoma. The publication is devoted to the first com@

plete edition of this classic philosophical work in Ukrainian translation. The edition pur@

poses to reproduce the real content of Pascal's manuscripts most completely and to gener@

alize the recent achievements in the field of commentation and clarification of indistinct

fragments of the text.

The article is devoted to substantiation of methodologically correct approach to compar@

ison of Descartes' and Pascal's philosophical views. Resting upon the basis of reliable tex@

tual criticism, one can draw substantiated conclusions regarding the extent of convergence

and incompatibility of Pascal's and Descartes' doctrines. So, firstly, it's necessary to ana@

lyze all Pascal's texts and to define not only criticism aimed at Descartes' postulates but

also Cartesian adoptions in theese texts. The collation of criticized and adopted theses ma@

kes it possible to compare these two doctrines in evidential way.

Finding of intensional differences between Pascal's and Descartes' terminologies is the

important point of such analysis, in particular concerning the usage of the term esprit. In

addition to this point, the author sets forth substantiated criticism of the surplus sensitivism

within interpretation of Pascal's gnoseology. 

Yurii Pavlenko — Applicant for PhD in philosophy at the Department of Philosophical

Anthropology of the Institute of Philosophy named after Hr. Skovoroda, NAS of Ukraine.

The research interests are: philosophical anthropology, philosophy of politics, method@

ological problems of ideology analysis.

Ideological discourse and the problem of identity

The influence of the ideological discourse on the formation of social and political identity

is considered in the article. The author reveals the role of ideology in the process of legiti@

mation and institutionalization of political power.

Ideology as an instrument of the institutionalization sets a model of identification for

individual, masses and institutional actors of political process. Transformation of social

actors into political ones is realizing through the identification models of the ideologi@

cal discourse including models of the social concord and that of the real and desired

order. 
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Serhii Shevtsov — PhD in philosophy, Associate professor of the Department of Natural

Science of the Odesa National University named after I. Mechnikov. The research inter@

ests are: philosophy of consciousness, philosophy of law, history of philosophy.

Terror as a form of legitimation

The threshold of the article is the tradition of distinction between the state terror and the

individual terror (terror and terrorism). The prevailing definitions of terror are logically

analyzed in the article in order to come to preliminarily conclusion about insufficiency of

such definitions. Then, on the base of structural method, the method of logical analysis,

and the method of the historical reconstruction, a correlation between the terror and the

transcendent is revealed. On this grounded, the author suggests general concept of terror

and states definition of terror as a violence that is beyond the law and is directed towards

the accomplishment of the highest truth. A historical (diachronic) vision of terror in gen@

eral outline is also suggested. It makes possible to discover the mechanism of the influence

of terror as a form of legitimation on the society and to reveal the reasons of acceptability

of obviously terroristic measures of government.
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